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introduction

• I was very EXCITED when I was asked
to give this keynote
• The organisers were also very excited
• We all were so excited, in fact, that it
didn’t occur to any of us that my talk
would have to be about something
• When i finally realised that i had
nothing to put in my slides, i asked
• In desperation, I was told: “the five
game design mistakes everyone makes”
– Not “business in gaming”, but Fair enough!

everyone

• superficially, This is just an invitation for
me to rant about five random things
designers do that aNnoy me
• yet it’s a lot more interesting than
that, because of the word “everyone”
• Ok, so not “everyone” designs games
– It should be “the five game design mistakes
everyone who makes games makes”

• But are there five game design mistakes
everyone who designs games makes?

challenge

• This amounts to the throwing down of a
gauntlet!
• what five mistakes are there that every
game designer makes when designing
games?
• Mistakes that even I myself make?
– Well, I guess game design is full of
contradictions…

• so Let’s see what i came up with...

But first..!

• Here is a badly-dreSsed MAN
• Michael fish, 1980
bbc/met office
– Winner of
awards for
being badly
dressed

• I used to have
a jacket just
like that one

Mistake #1

• Designers falL for the hype
• They judge games by their sucCeSs in the
market, not by their gameplay
• games can succeed for many reasons, of
which good design is but one
– marketing – black & white, sold 2m copies
– Naive audience – monopoly, farmville
– Right place, right time – mud

• Games can loOk successful but not be
– Eq v wow

Hyped designers

• Designers also judge feLlow designers by
their success, rather than by their designs
• Big secret: Most big-name designers are
not all that great at game design
• Before you get too smug about that,
most of the rest are even worse!
• A mediocre designer can’t tell a gOod
designer from a world-clasS one
• A world-class one can tell the difference
but will overloOk brilliant unknowns

objectivity

• Ideally, designers should be objective
• lOok at best-selling games from famous
names, because they could be great
• If you can’t see anything great about
them, look again
– The beauty of the design may be too SUBTLE
for the unattuned eye to spot straight away

• If you stiLl think the gameplay sucks,
though, trust yourself - it does
• Don’t fall for the hype!

meta

• Ok, well Falling for the hype is indeEd a
mistake made by every game designer
– but then so is dresSing badly

• Is it a game design mistake, though?
• Well yes, It’s imperative that game designers
understand game designs
– knowing that a game is good isn’t enough
– A designer needs to know why it’s good

• Otherwise, how are you ever going to make
games that are in any sense beTter?
• Note that believing the hype is also a mistake
every non-designer in the industry makes

Bear kombat

• Here’s a picture of two bear cubs fighting

• RAWR!

Mistake #2

• Designers don’t fully understand the
power they have
• Games can and do transform
people’s lives
• I don’t mean they turn quiet schoolkids
into cold-bloOded kilLers
– That’s the job of opera...

• I mean they liberate the imagination,
freE the soul, and allow people to be
– Designers are hesitant to believe this

culture

• One reason for this is that games are
regarded as low-brow culture
– Much as movies were in the 1930s

• How presumptuous that a base
form of entertainment aspires to
compete with millenia-old established
art forms such as literature, theatre, music, blah
• Except games predate all these!
• Animals, such as bears, play games!
– Eat that, literature!

blah blah

Self-censorship

• You can do amazing things with games that
you can’t do with anything else
– People will do things they would ordinarily avoid

• Games have power
• Good Designers suspect this, but they figure
they must be wrong
– Because if they were right, why wouldn’t games be
ubiquitous?

• Consequently, they hold their fire
– Not-so-good designers don’t even realise they have
fire to hold

Freedom to design

• Game designers need to wise up to the
fact they have frEedom to design
• They can do anything with games!
• Anything!
• The only shackles you wear are the
ones you put on yourself
• Don’t leave game design to non-designers
– That way leads to skiNner box world

• You have the power, so use it!

meta

• Why Is not understanding the power you have
a game design mistake?
• Because it confines design
• if you limit your horizons, you never reach
those horizons
– You work within artificial boundaries that you
should be beyond

• how can you say something if you forbid
yourself from using the words that say it?
• Note that not realising the power of games is
also a mistake every non-designer makes

spiderman

• We should always strive to remember
the spiderman lesson here:

• With great power there must also come
-- great responsibility

Mistake #3

• Designers don’t fully understand the
responsibility they have
• There is a moral aspect to game design
• The main way this operates is through the
covenant designers have with players
• See, designers can’t tell players up
front what their experience will be,
because that would spoil the game
• This means players have to trust
designers not to cross any lines

betrayal

• Sometimes, designers betray that trust,
either through accident, incompetence,
ignorance or wickedneSs
• Few designers are consciously aware
of the covenant
– They understand it implicitly

• No designer gives it enough thought
– Players must be given fair warning of where the
boundaries lie before they’re reached
– Designers can – should! – cross design boundaries,
but players have to know where they stand

Prostitution

• An area of responsibility that’s in the
spotlight right now is social gaming
• Most social games are exploitative
garbage, and designers know it
– but “where there’s muck there’s brass”

• Big-name Designers are being offered
large sums to design facebook games
• This raises an awkward question
• How can you justify creating games that
are deliberately intended to deceive,
trap and addict people to them?

justification

• I’ve spoken with pained designers who are
wrestling with this problem
• Some justify it because they feel they can make
changes from within
– They’re pro-game fifth columnists

• Some justify it because they see it as merely a
pasSing phase
– The start of the education of Casual players

• Some justify it in terms of “it’s what the
players want”
– drug-dealers use that same argument

• None are entirely persuasive nor persuaded

meta

• Why is abrogating responsibility a game
design mistake?
• Well, Games are for players and players are
people
• If you don’t treat players as people, you won’t
make games for people
• Therefore, your designs will be lacking in
humanity
• Therefore, they will be lacking as designs
• Note that shirking responsibilities is also a
mistake every non-designer in games makes

A Tasty treat

• Here’s a picture of ice cream &
bacon

Mistake #4

• Designers don’t think enough about who
will play the games they design
– Most often, the implicit answer is “me”

• The More ART-theory aware designers
might argue that “it’s for me to design,
for others to interpret”
– If those others have a designer aesthetic,
yes; if they have a player aesthetic, no

• Players are an intrinsic part of a
game’s design!

types

• I have a particular interest here owing
to my famous (!) player types model
• Wannabe designers see it and think it
means they should address the needs of
multiple types of player
– Which is true, they do
– In virtual worlds, at least…

• However, they should address those needs
in terms meaningful to those players
• This means you do not give people xp
rewards for socialising..!

Set theory

• Too few designers really get who their
players are
• Even the best will sometimes reason:
“some like x, some like y, so I’ll give
them both and get people who like x or y”
• Unless they know their players, they’ll
often only get those who like x and y
– Intersection rather than union

• Kids like ice cream, kids like bacon, but
kids only try ice cream and bacon once…

meta

• Why is not thinking about who will play
your game a design mistake?
• Well, let’s put it this way: if you don’t
know, you have no business designing
games…
• …Or, for non-designers, no business
even being a part of the games industry

Meanwhile, in 1846

• Hey, it’s emily dickinson!
– Famous for being a
great female poet
• when she should
merely be famous for
being a great poet

• “are you too deeply
oCcupied to say if my
verse is alive?”
– Letter to thomas
wentworth higginson

Mistake #5

• Designers think they know what they’re
doing
• They think they’re designing games
– They’re not: they’re creating art

•
•
•
•

Some few do think they’re creating art
They are, but that’s incidental
They’re actually trying to say something
As for what they’re trying to say, they
don’t know
– If they did, they would just say it

medium

• Computer games are a medium of
expresSion for their designers
• If they could express themselves in some
other medium, well they would
– Indeed, some do

• Games allow designers to express things
they can’t express otherwise
• To understand what they’re saying,
you have to play the game
– That’s literaLly, not metaphorically...

meta

• Why is a misguided belief in why you’re
designing games a design mistake?
• Because if you’re not true to yourself,
you can’t be true to your players
• Unfortunately, there’s a problem here
• If you know what you’re saying, you no
longer have the nEed to say it
– You’ve no reason to design games any more

• you can only tell your players the
truth when you have nothing to say!

paradox

• It’s a mistake for designers not to know
what they’re doing, but it’s also a
mistake if they do know it
• I kinda win whatever I say with this
one, then
– Or lose whatever I say…

• This is the paradox behind aLl art
– The better the work of art, the closer the
artist is to not being an artist
– Dickinson’s question is its own answer

And yet again…

• Note that only doing things until you
know how to do them is also a mistake
every non-designer in the industry
makes
• Once you’ve groKked what you do, it’s
no longer interesting
• At best, it’s a means to an end
– Money is often useful to have

• At worst, it’s a soul trap

Done!

• So those are my five mistakes
• I realise They’re somewhat abstract
• So Why didn’t I take the word “everyone”
figuratively and simply list
concrete mistakes?
– In Balance, interface, gameplay, immersiveness,
narrative, coherence, cruft, … and so on

• Well where’s the fun in that?!

A confession

• The word “everyone” made no difFerence
• suppose instead of being asked to give five
mistakes every designer makes, i’d been
asked to give five that most make
– That would have meant I could list more
practical, concrete mistakes, right?

• Right, but i wouldn’t have done that
• The five mistakes i’ve just described are the
same five i’d have described even if asked
for common newbie designer errors
• This is just how game designers think

A confession+

• Really, That word “everyone” made no
difFerence
• Those are game design mistakes, sure,
but they’re ones everyone in the
industry makes – game designer or not
• Which is why I don’t feel too bad stating
them at a major business in games
conference…
• I did say earlier that game design was
full of contradictions

Speaking of which

• The same year michael fish won his
award for being the worst-dressed man
on uk tv, he won the award for being the
best-dressed man on uk tv
• How do we know what bears think?
• Hansard, 1817: He should, however, beg leave to remind the
conductors of the press of their duty to apply to themselves a maxim
which they never neglected to urge on the consideration of government
— “that the possession of great power necessarily implies great
responsibility.”

– Spiderman has the power to quote, but not the
responsibility to cite?

contradictions

• Bacon ice cream was on the menu
when “the fat duck” won best
restaurant in the world in 2005
• Emily dickinson only became famous after
she died
– Only 7 (from 1,800) of her poems were
published in her lifetime, and those were
badly-edited
– I haven’t read a single one of them – she’s
not big in england...

conclusion

• We all make mistakes
• We all make mistakes because we have to
make mistakes
– Where’s the fun otherwise?

• Game designers who don’t make mistakes
aren’t game designers
– they’re former game designers

• The best designers just make slightly
diFferent mistakes…
• And I guess that applies to everyone else
in the business of games, too!

